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Europe’s Beating Cancer plan is galvanising the cancer community behind efforts to tackle rising
trends that are currently on course for an almost 25% rise in deaths from cancer across Europe by
2035. We want to help.

Liver cancer is not always seen as a prime focus for efforts to reduce mortality rates ‒ it remains one
of the hardest to treat, and currently ranks only 6th in the list of cancers responsible for the greatest
number of deaths in EU.

But new cases are expected to rise by between 35% and 40% in countries such as France and Spain
‒ two large EU member states which already have high levels. With mortality figures likely to follow
close behind, we feel making serious inroads against liver cancer will be essential if Europe is to
stem, or hopefully reverse, the projected 25% rise in overall cancer deaths.

In the US, liver cancer is predicted to become the third most important cause of cancer-associated
deaths within the next 10 years, surpassing the mortality rates from breast, colorectal and prostate
cancer. With Europe sharing many of the risk factors that are fuelling this rise – not least the obesity
epidemic ‒ getting strategies in place to identify people who are at high risk, so that risk can be
mitigated and monitored and cancers can be caught early and cured would pay off.



As oncologists you know that liver cancer is not an easy cancer. But as patients with liver disease we
know something positive. We know that it is often possible to reverse the liver damage that is a
precursor to most liver cancers ‒ whether it is caused by viral hepatitis, lifestyle or something else.
This opens the way for strategies to identify and screen people at high risk, advise and help them
change their risky behaviour, treat treatable conditions, and monitor progress to ensure any cancers
that develop are picked up early enough for curative treatment.

This sort of risk stratified screening is now being introduced for many cancers. In the case of liver
cancer, guidelines from the European Association for the Study of the Liver recommend patients at
high risk of developing liver cancer should be entered into surveillance/ screening programmes, to
receive abdominal ultrasound examinations every 6 months.

This approach has been shown to be effective where screening is implemented in 100% of the target
population, where more than 60% of cancers can be picked up at a curative stage. Yet figures from
Belgium and France show that adherence to the screening recommendations in the real world may
be closer to 20%. Saving livers by improving the implementation of liver cancer screening could
make a meaningful contribution to the overall goal of driving down cancer mortality rates across
Europe.

Then there’s the whole field of prevention, where liver shares risk factors with many other cancers ‒
not least obesity and alcohol. We’d welcome greater collaboration in tackling these.

When the Beating Cancer Plan was first announced, we wanted to engage with it ‒ we wanted to
welcome the prevention measures on the one hand, but also to flag up the lack of focus on risk
stratified screening and early diagnosis in liver cancer. Our first attempts to do that showed some of
the difficulties reaching out across disease boundaries: we were told that our submission to the
consultation focused too much on communicable diseases (like Hepatitis C and B), whereas the EU
Beating Cancer Plan is more about non-communicable disease. But our efforts to engage also
showed us how easy it is to start to break down those barriers. We reached out to our fellow patient
advocates in Digestive Cancers Europe ‒ and we’re so glad that we did.

Together we were able to contribute to the Beating Cancer Plan consultation. And with other
organisations we ensured liver cancer is now mentioned in the plan ‒ at least on the prevention
front ‒ including ensuring “access to vaccination against Hepatitis B and to treatments to prevent
liver and gastric cancers associated with the Hepatitis C virus and Helicobacter”. We regret that
there is currently no mention of screening, but we now have a partner in the cancer patient
community we can continue to work with.

Together with DiCE, we also drew up a White Paper ‒ Liver Cancer: No Patient Left Behind ‒ the
key recommendation of which are summarised below.

But beginning to work together has made us all the more aware of the separation between the
worlds of hepatology and oncology, not just at a patient level but also at a clinical, research and
policy level.

We believe we can achieve more, faster, if we work closer together. That’s what we’d like to do. We
hope you would too.

See also: Liver Cancer: How Europe can halt the rising death toll, Cancer World 26 November 2021

https://digestivecancers.eu/publication/white-paper-liver-cancer-no-patient-left-behind/
https://cancerworld.net/liver-cancer-how-europe-can-halt-the-rising-death-toll/

